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Minimal Model of Stochastic Athermal Systems: Origin of Non-Gaussian Noise
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For a wide class of stochastic athermal systems, we derive Langevin-like equations driven by non-
Gaussian noise, starting from master equations and developing a new asymptotic expansion. We found an
explicit condition whereby the non-Gaussian properties of the athermal noise become dominant for tracer
particles associated with both thermal and athermal environments. Furthermore, we derive an inverse
formula to infer microscopic properties of the athermal bath from the statistics of the tracer particle. We
apply our formulation to a granular motor under viscous friction and analytically obtain the angular
velocity distribution function. Our theory demonstrates that the non-Gaussian Langevin equation is the
minimal model of athermal systems.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.114.090601 PACS numbers: 05.70.Ln, 05.10.Gg, 05.40.Fb

Introduction.—Recent developments in experimental
techniques have triggered both experimental and theoretical
research on fluctuations in various nonequilibrium systems
[1–12]. The minimal model for thermally fluctuating
systems is the Gaussian Langevin model, which serves as
a foundation of recent studies on stochastic thermodynamics
[13–26]. Furthermore, athermal fluctuations are also exten-
sively studied in various systems recently [27–41], whose
characteristic distinction from thermal fluctuations is a
topic of wide interest. In fact, non-Gaussian properties
are experimentally observed in various athermal systems
[27–41], and thermodynamic properties of such systems
have been theoretically studied on the basis of non-Gaussian
stochastic models [42–47].
A fundamental question then arises: When and how does

non-Gaussianity emerge from microscopic dynamics?
While this problem has been well studied in the presence
of anomalous fluctuations with asymptotically heavy-tailed
distributions of waiting time or jump size [48–50], the
origin of non-Gaussianity has not been fully understood
with normal fluctuations as is the case for the conventional
Langevin systems. Indeed, the conventional coarse-
graining theories with normal fluctuations fail to explain
non-Gaussian behaviors at leading order, as they always
produce the Gaussian noise from the central limit theorem
(CLT) [51–54]. To clarify this point, let us review the
theory of van Kampen [51,52]. In general nonequilibrium
dynamics described by the master equation, the environ-
mental noise is strongly correlated with the state of the
system, which implies that the noise is not white (or
equivalently, state dependent). In the large system size
limit, however, their correlation asymptotically disappears,
and the noise distribution becomes Gaussian. This is the
origin of the universality of the white Gaussian noise and is
true even for the case of genuine nonequilibrium systems
without the time-reversal symmetry. Therefore, it is highly

nontrivial to explain the origin of the non-Gaussian noise at
leading order. We can then rephrase the aforementioned
question as follows: When and how can non-Gaussianity
emerge against the apparent universality of the CLT?
In this Letter, we answer the above question by devel-

oping a new asymptotic expansion of the master equation.
To leading order of the system size expansion, we derive a
linear non-Gaussian Langevin equation for a wide class of
athermal systems under three assumptions: (i) large system
size, (ii) strong thermal friction, and (iii) the coexistence of
the thermal and athermal noise. Remarkably, non-
Gaussianity still remains because of the violation of the
CLT, although the athermal fluctuation is reduced to the
white noise as the system size increases. We also derive an
inverse formula to infer the statistics of athermal bath from
the probability distribution function (PDF) of the velocity
of the system. As a demonstration, we study a granular
motor under viscous friction and analytically derive its
steady PDF. Furthermore, we obtain a formula to estimate
the velocity distribution of the surrounding granular gas
from the rotor’s PDF that is experimentally observed. This
implies that the non-Gaussianity of the PDF plays key roles
to infer microscopic properties of the athermal bath.
Setup.—We consider a particle in one-dimensional space

attached to thermal and athermal baths (see Fig. 1 as a
schematic). For simplicity, we assume that the mass is unity

AthermalThermal

M

FIG. 1 (color online). Schematic of a system driven by thermal
F̂Tðt; v̂Þ and athermal F̂Aðt; v̂Þ forces. There is net energy current
J from the athermal to the thermal environment.
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(M ¼ 1) and the system obeys Markovian dynamics with-
out mechanical potentials. Then, the dynamical equation
for the velocity of the particle v̂ is written as

dv̂
dt

¼ F̂Tðt; v̂Þ þ F̂Aðt; v̂Þ; ð1Þ

where F̂Tðt; v̂Þ and F̂Aðt; v̂Þ are stochastic forces from the
thermal and athermal environments. We denote the ensem-
ble average of stochastic variable Â by hÂi. The thermal
force F̂Tðt; v̂Þ is described by the sum of a linear friction
and a white Gaussian noise F̂Tðt; v̂Þ ¼ −γv̂þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2γT
p

ξ̂G
with viscous coefficient γ, temperature T, and white
Gaussian noise ξ̂GðtÞ satisfying hξ̂Gðt1Þi ¼ 0 and
hξ̂Gðt1Þξ̂Gðt2Þi ¼ δðt1 − t2Þ. Here, we make a critical
assumption that F̂Aðt; v̂Þ is a stochastic force characterized
by a small positive parameter ϵ and an ϵ-independent
Markovian jump force η̂Aðt; v̂Þ such that

F̂Aðt; v̂Þ ¼ ϵη̂Aðt; v̂Þ; ð2Þ
where ϵ corresponds to the inverse of the system size in
Refs. [51,52] (see the Supplemental Material [55]). The
corresponding master equation for the velocity PDF
Pðv; tÞ≡ P½v̂ðtÞ ¼ v� is given by

∂Pðv; tÞ
∂t ¼ γ

� ∂
∂v vþ T

∂2

∂v2
�

Pðv; tÞ

þ
Z

∞

−∞
dy½Pðv − y; tÞWϵðv − y; yÞ

− Pðv; tÞWϵðv; yÞ�; ð3Þ

where Wϵðv; yÞ is the athermal transition rate from v with
velocity jump y. The scaling assumption (2) implies that y
should be scaled: Y ≡ y=ϵ. Then, the scaled transition rate
W̄ðv;YÞ for the scaled velocity jump Y satisfies

W̄ðv;YÞdY¼Wϵðv;yÞdy⇔Wϵðv;yÞ¼
1

ϵ
W̄

�

v;
y
ϵ

�

; ð4Þ

where W̄ðv;YÞ is ϵ independent, corresponding to the ϵ
independence of η̂A. Note that the scaling (4) is equivalent
to that introduced in Refs. [51,52], and the only difference
in the master equation (3) from those in Refs. [51,52] is the
presence of the thermal diffusion term L0 ≡ γ½ð∂=∂vÞvþ
Tð∂2=∂v2Þ�. In fact, when the thermal bath is absent
(γ ¼ 0) and η̂A is stable [51] around v̂ ¼ 0, the conventional
Langevin equation is reproduced [see Fig. 2(a)]:

dv̂
dt

¼ −γAv̂þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2γATA

p

ξ̂G; ð5Þ

where we have introduced the athermal friction γA ≡
−ϵα01ð0Þ and temperature 2γATA ≡ ϵ2α2ð0Þ with the
Kramers-Moyal coefficient αnðvÞ≡ R∞

−∞ dYW̄ðv;YÞYn.

We stress that the above theory is applicable to systems
without microscopic reversibility, which implies that
microscopic irreversibility is not a sufficient condition to
derive non-Gaussian models.
Main results.—We next discuss an asymptotic expansion

of Eq. (3) in terms of the system size. We make the following
three assumptions, which were roughly stated in the intro-
duction: (i) large system size: ϵ is small; (ii) strong thermal
friction: γ ≫ γA (i.e., γ is a positive constant independent
of ϵ); and (iii) the coexistence of both thermal and athermal
noise: the variance in the thermal noise is of the same order
as for athermal noise (i.e., T ¼ T ϵ2 with an ϵ-independent
parameter T ). Condition (i) implies the weak coupling for
the athermal bath, which is crucial to truncate the environ-
mental correlation. Condition (ii) implies that the thermal
friction is dominant for dissipation, and the athermal force
becomes irrelevant to relaxation [see Fig. 2(b)]. We here
introduce an appropriate scaled variable to remove the
singularity of the small noise expansion: V ≡ v=ϵ. In the
limit ϵ → 0, Eq. (3) is reduced to

∂PðV; tÞ
∂t ¼ γ

� ∂
∂V V þ T

∂2

∂V2

�

PðV; tÞ

þ
Z

∞

−∞
dYW̄ð0;YÞ½PðV − Y; tÞ − PðV; tÞ�

ð6Þ

with PðV; tÞ≡ ϵPðv; tÞ. Remarkably, W̄ð0;YÞ is indepen-
dent of the system’s velocity V̂, which implies that the
environmental correlation disappears and the athermal
fluctuation is reduced to the white noise. Furthermore, the
non-Gaussianity still remains after this reduction, as seen
from the system’s steady distribution [see Fig. 2(b)]. This is
the violation of the CLT. Then, Eq. (6) is equivalent to the
Langevin-like equation with a white non-Gaussian noise
term [52]:

dV̂
dt

¼ −γV̂ þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2γT
p

ξ̂G þ ξ̂NG; ð7Þ

where ξ̂NG is the white non-Gaussian noise with transition
rate W̄ð0;YÞ. This is the first main result of this Letter. We
stress that Eq. (7) is exactly solvable [56]. Indeed, Eq. (6) is
reduced to ðd=dsÞ ~PSSðsÞ ¼ ½ΦðsÞ=γs� ~PSSðsÞ in the steady
state, where the convolution in Eq. (6) is simplified by
introducing the steady PDF PSSðVÞ≡ limt→∞PðV; tÞ, its
Fourier representation ~PSSðsÞ≡

R

∞
−∞ dVeisVPSSðVÞ, and

the cumulant function ΦðsÞ≡ R

∞
−∞ dYW̄ð0;YÞðeisY − 1Þ−

γT s2. This equation is easily solved as ~PSSðsÞ ¼
exp½R s

0 ds
0Φðs0Þ=γs0�. The stationary PDF is then given by

PSSðVÞ ¼
R∞
−∞ ds exp ½−isV þ R

s
0 ds

0Φðs0Þ=γs0�=2π. We
further obtain the inverse formula of the transition rate
W̄ðv;YÞ from the stationary PDF as
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W̄ð0;YÞ ¼ γ

Z

∞

−∞

ds
2π

e−isY
�

λ� þ T s2 þ s
d
ds

log ~PSSðsÞ
�

;

ð8Þ

where we have introduced λ� ≡ R∞
−∞ dYW̄ð0;YÞ=γ. Note

that λ� ¼ −lims→∞½sðd=dsÞ log ~PSSðsÞ þ T s2� according to
the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma [57]. This is the second main
result of this Letter, which connects the microscopic
transition rate W̄ðv;YÞ and the observable PSSðVÞ.
Equation (8) is derived from the inverse Fourier trans-
formation of the definition of the cumulant function as
W̄ð0;YÞ ¼ γ

R∞
−∞ dse−isY ½λ� þ T s2 þ ΦðsÞ=γ�=2π and the

relation ΦðsÞ=γ ¼ sðd=dsÞ log ~PSSðsÞ. The effectiveness of
Eq. (8) will be demonstrated later by an example of a
granular motor. We note that our formulation is applicable to
the small noise expansion for a single multiplicative Lévy
noise [58]. We also note that our formulation reduces to the
independent kick model [32–35] in the limit γ → ∞ (see the
Supplemental Material [55]).
Equation (7) does not satisfy the detailed balance

condition because there is net energy current from the
athermal to the thermal environment as J ¼ hdQ̂=dtiSS ¼
K2 > 0, where we have introduced the second
cumulant K2 ≡ ½d2=dðisÞ2�ΦðsÞjs¼0 and the heat current
[22–24,45] dQ̂=dt ¼ ðγV̂ −

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2γT
p

ξ̂GÞ∘V̂ with the prod-
uct defined in the Stratonovich sense [59]. Remarkably,
the direction of heat current is independent of the
thermal temperature T , which implies that the athermal
environment has high effective temperature under
assumptions (i)–(iii). This result is consistent with
various experiments [27,33–37], where effective temper-
atures of athermal noise are reported to be much higher
than the room temperature.
We now discuss the physical criteria behind assump-

tion (iii). Let us first expand Wϵðv; yÞ as Wϵðv; y�Þ ¼
Wϵð0; y�Þ þWð1Þ

ϵ ð0; y�ÞvþOðv2Þ with WðnÞ
ϵ ðv; y�Þ≡

∂nWϵðv; y�Þ=∂vn with the typical velocity jump y�. The
essence of our expansion is that the nonlinear part of
Wϵðv; yÞ is asymptotically irrelevant in the small ϵ limit as

shown in Eq. (6), i.e., jWϵð0; yÞj ≫ vjWð1Þ
ϵ ð0; yÞj. We then

introduce the nonlinear temperature TNL ≡ jWϵð0; y�Þ=
Wð1Þ

ϵ ð0; y�Þj2=2, which characterizes the relevance of the
nonlinear part of Wϵðv; yÞ. Then, assumption (iii) is
equivalent to T=TNL ¼ Oðϵ2Þ ≪ 1.
Violation of the CLT.—We here discuss the mechanism

of the violation of the CLT. According to the CLT, the
summation of the independent and identically distributed
variables converges to a Gaussian random variable. Since
the white noise ξ̂ is regarded as independent and identically
distributed, the summation

R

t
0 dsξ̂ðsÞ=

ffiffi

t
p

converges to a
Gaussian variable for t ≫ τP, where τP is the characteristic
time interval between athermal collisions. When the ther-
mal friction is absent, the relaxation time τR diverges
because the athermal friction is proportional to ϵ as
γA ¼ −ϵα10ð0Þ, which ensures that the system moves
slowly in the time scale of τP and the CLT is applicable.
In contrast, when the thermal friction is sufficiently strong,
τR is the same order of τP (τR ≃ τP). The CLT is not
applicable anymore in this situation. The above picture
clarifies the mechanisms of the violation of the CLTand the
emergence of non-Gaussianity.
Example.—Granular motor under viscous friction.—Let

us consider a granular motor under viscous friction [see
Fig. 3(a)]. We prepare a rotor of cuboid shape with massM,
inertial moment I, height h, width w, and depth l. The rotor
is immersed in two environments: a viscous fluid and a
granular gas. The viscous fluid is a thermal bath charac-
terized by viscous coefficient γ and temperature T. The
granular gas under vertical vibration is a steady athermal
bath characterized by velocity distribution function (VDF)
fð~vÞ, particle’s mass m, and restitution coefficient e. For
simplicity, we assume an exponential granular VDF [60]
as fð~vÞ ¼ e−j~vj=v0=8πv30 and T ¼ l ¼ 0. Note that similar
setups under dry friction are experimentally realized in
Refs. [31,33–35]. The angular velocity ω̂ is driven by the
thermal and athermal forces in the viscous fluid and the
granular gas, respectively. We assume that the granular gas
is so dilute that the athermal force F̂A can be described by
the Boltzmann-Lorentz model [31–35,61–65]. By intro-
ducing the mass ratio ϵ≡m=M, we obtain the master
equation for ω̂ as

AthermalAbsent

Thermal Athermal

Thermal dissipation
Athermal fluctuation

Diss.

Diss.

Gaussian

non-Gaussian

FIG. 2 (color online). Typical trajectories depending on γ: (a) For γ ¼ 0, the athermal force is relevant to both fluctuation and
dissipation (Diss.), where the non-Gaussianity is irrelevant. (b) For γ ≫ γA, the athermal fluctuation is irrelevant to dissipation because
of the dominance of the thermal friction. The athermal non-Gaussianity then becomes relevant.
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∂
∂t Pðω; tÞ ¼ γ

� ∂
∂ωωþ T

I
∂2

∂ω2

�

Pðω; tÞ

þ
Z

dy½Pðω − y; tÞWϵðω − y; yÞ

− Pðω; tÞWϵðω; yÞ�; ð9Þ

where we have introduced the angular velocity PDF
Pðω; tÞ≡ P½ω̂ðtÞ ¼ ω�, the athermal transition rate

Wϵðω; yÞ ¼ ρh
R

ds
R

d~vfð~vÞΘðΔ~V · ~nÞjΔ~V · ~njδ½y − Δω�,
the coordinate along the cuboid s, the normal unit vector to
the surface ~nðsÞ, the number density ρ, the inertia radius

RI ≡
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

I=M
p

, ~ez ≡ ð0; 0; 1Þ, ~VðsÞ≡ ω~ez × ~rðsÞ, Δ~VðsÞ≡
~VðsÞ − ~v, ~tðsÞ≡~ez×~nðsÞ, gðsÞ≡ ~rðsÞ · ~tðsÞ=RI , and Δω ≡
ϵgðsÞð1þeÞ½Δ~VðsÞ·~n�=RI½1þϵg2ðsÞ� [see Fig. 3(b)].
We stress that the granular force is not white noise in
general because of the presence of the environmental
correlation. Indeed, the athermal transition rate Wϵðω; yÞ
depends on ω. We also stress that the non-Gaussianity
κ ≡ hω̂4i=hω̂2i2 − 3 is irrelevant for ϵ → 0 when the
thermal friction is absent (γ ¼ 0) as shown in Fig. 3(c),
although Eq. (9) has no time-reversal symmetry [64,65].
Here, we assume that the mass ratio ϵ is small and the

thermal friction is much larger than the athermal friction
(i.e., ϵ independence of γ). By introducing a scaled variable
Ω̂≡ ω̂=ϵ, we obtain the non-Gaussian Langevin equation
in the limit ϵ → þ0:

dΩ̂
dt

¼ −γΩ̂þ η̂g; ð10Þ

where η̂g is the granular collisional torque characterized by
the cumulant function ΦðsÞ≡ −ρhwv0Ω2

gs2ð5þ 3Ω2
gs2Þ=

2ð1þ Ω2
gs2Þ2 with Ωg ≡ wv0ð1þ eÞ=2R2

I . We then obtain
the exact steady PDF for the scaled angular velocity
~Ω≡Ω=Ωg (see the Supplemental Material [55]):

PSSð ~ΩÞ ¼
Z

∞

−∞

ds
2π

e½−is ~Ω−v0s2= ~vð1þs2Þ�

ð1þ s2Þ3v0=2~v ; ð11Þ

where ~v≡ 2γ=ρhw. The validity of Eq. (11) is numerically
checked by the Monte Carlo simulation of Eq. (9) shown in
Fig. 4(a), where the theoretical line perfectly agrees with
the numerical data, while the conventional Gaussian model
(5) does not. Note that the granular impulses are reduced to
the white noise as the environmental correlation disappears
(i.e., the athermal force η̂g becomes ω̂ independent).
Furthermore, the non-Gaussianity becomes relevant as
the thermal friction increases as illustrated in Fig. 3(c).
We also note that the steady heat current J ¼ IγhΩ̂2i > 0
flows from the granular gas to the viscous fluid, which
implies that the rotor is far from thermal equilibrium.
We demonstrate the usefulness of the inverse formula (8)

to infer the properties of nonequilibrium baths. We assume
that the VDF of the granular gas is isotropic: fð~vÞ ¼ ϕðj~vjÞ.
From Eq. (8), we obtain the following formula for an
arbitrary ϕðvÞ:

ϕðvÞ¼
Z

∞

0

ds
πjvj

�

a−
bs2

2
−cs3

d
ds

log ~PSSðs=FgÞ
�

cosðsvÞ;

ð12Þ

wherea≡R

∞
−∞dvjvjϕðvÞ,b≡

R

∞
−∞dvjvj3ϕðvÞ, c≡γ=2πρhw,

Fg ≡ wð1þ eÞ=2R2
I , and ~PSSðsÞ ≡ R∞

−∞ dΩeisΩPSSðΩÞ.
Equation (12) is applicable to infer the granular VDF
from the observation of the rotor’s PDF. This implies
that the non-Gaussianity in PSSðΩÞ is useful to infer
the microscopic properties of the athermal bath. Note
that the coefficients a and b are determined by the

Granular
Gas Athermal

Viscous
fluid Thermal 

(a)

(c)

VDF

force

force 

Non-G
aussi

anity

increases

J

(b)

 20

 15

 10

 5
 0

0.1 1 10

FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Schematic of a rotor driven by the
thermal force F̂Tðt; ω̂Þ from the viscous fluid and the athermal
force F̂Aðt; ω̂Þ caused by collisions of the granular particles. The
heat current J flows from the granular gas to the viscous fluid. We
fix parameters as M ¼ I ¼ h ¼ e ¼ ρ ¼ v0 ¼ 1, T ¼ l ¼ 0,
m ¼ 0.01, and w ¼ ffiffiffiffiffi

12
p

for numerical simulations. (b) Colli-
sional rules are illustrated. (c) Numerical demonstration of the
emergence of κ ≡ hω̂4i=hω̂2i2 − 3 corresponding to the increases
of the viscosity γ.

inversely
estimate

(a) (b)

 0

 0.02

 0.04

 0.06

 0.08

 0  5  10  15  20  25  30

Eq. (11)
Simulation

Gaussian

 0

 0.01

 0.02

 0.03

 0.04

 0  1  2  3  4  5  6

Eq.(12)

FIG. 4 (color online). (a) Steady PDF of the angular velocity ω̂
obtained from the Monte Carlo simulation of the Boltzmann-
Lorentz equation (9) for γ ¼ 2 (cross points), our theoretical line
(11) (solid line), and the conventional Gaussian theory (5)
(dashed line). (b) The granular VDF estimated from PSSðΩÞ
using Eq. (12). Note that the accuracy of the point at v≃ 0.5 is
not good because of the singularity in Eq. (12) around v ¼ 0.
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Riemann-Lebesgue lemma [57] lims→∞½a − bs2=2 −
cs3ðd=dsÞ log ~PSSðs=FgÞ� ¼ 0. We demonstrate the valid-
ity of Eq. (12) for ϕðvÞ ¼ e−jvj=8π in Fig. 4(b), where ϕðvÞ
is estimated from Eq. (12). This is a clear demonstration of
the effectiveness of the inverse formula (12).
The meaning of the inverse formula (12) can be

understood from the viewpoint of “cooling” of the rotor.
In the absence of a thermal environment, the rotor’s
effective temperature approaches that of the granular gas.
Conversely, in the presence of a thermal environment, the
effective temperature is less than that of the granular gas
because the thermal environment plays the role of a
“cooler.” It absorbs redundant information from the rotor’s
motion, and, therefore, the precise information of athermal
noise (i.e., high-order cumulants) is accessible from the
rotor’s dynamics.
Conclusion.—In this Letter, we have considered a tracer

particle attached to both thermal and athermal environ-
ments and derived a non-Gaussian Langevin equation (7)
subject to the condition that the athermal stochastic force is
irrelevant during relaxation. We also derived an inverse
formula (8) to infer the environmental information from the
observation of the tracer particle. We applied our formu-
lation to a granular motor under viscous friction and
analytically obtained the stationary PDF (11) and an
inverse formula (12) on the granular velocity distribution.
We revealed the emergence of the non-Gaussianity and

its microscopic origins. Extensions of this formulation to
multidimensional nonlinear systems are planned for the
future. Our theory serves as a foundation of athermal
statistical mechanics and would be important for various
fields of science, such as biophysics, chemistry, and
econophysics.
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